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THE CRYSTAL CHALLENGE

EXPERIENCE OVERVIEW
Inspired by the popular TV show where teams send one member in to 
complete a challenge in order to win a crystal, our version is packed 
with fun, excitement and hilarity as whole teams compete against each 
other to see who will come out victorious! The games will test your team’s 
mental agility and physical skills, working together to beat the opposition 
before the time runs out.

Working through our Medieval, Aztec, Industrial and Futuristic zones, 
your team’s aim is to win crystals which equate to seconds. Beat your 
opponents within the time and you’ll win a large crystal (worth five 
seconds). Fail to complete the task and you’ll walk away with nothing…. 
unless your instructor thinks your efforts deserve a small crystal, or even 
two (worth one second each).

Finally, it’s time to count your crystals and enter The Crystal Dome for the 
grand finale! Your team must grab as many gold tickets as possible within 
your achieved time – the team with the most gold tickets wins! 

The Crystal Challenge is ideal as an outdoor event but can also be played 
indoors.
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10-1000 
people

Ideal for Mixed 
Groups

2-4 
Hours

Indoors & 
Outdoors
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FUTURISTIC ZONE
Team Ski - On giant 4 man ski’s, teams 
complete a complicated course including 
a team sprint, slalom, tricks and jumps to 
locate the crystal at the top of the mountain.

Nuclear Arrange - Located in a disused 
nuclear station, you must retrieve the  
contaminated nuclear orbs without entering 
the radioactive zone and transport them 
safely into the decontamination tank.

MEDIEVAL ZONE
Labyrinth - Successfully construct a giant 
9 piece medieval labyrinth maze, then 
manoeuvre a crystal ball through the 
labyrinth using the chain handles to  
release the all important crystal.
Dungeon Dilemma - Arrange the colourful 
shields on the metal dungeon door so that 
the rows and columns add up to the magic 
number! The twist in the tail comes when you 
realise all the shields can go either way up!

AZTEC ZONE
Snake Swamp - Your team must work  
together to navigate through a snake  
infested pit without losing contact with 
each other, in order to retrieve the crystal 
being closely guarded by Colin the Cobra!
Pyramid of Hanoi - Rebuild a giant Aztec 
Pyramid, moving only one piece at a time 
and never stacking a larger piece on top 
of a smaller piece. Only 127 moves, happy 
head scratching!

INDUSTRIAL ZONE
Test of Numbers - A great test of  
communication & memory, this tricky  
challenge requires your team to work  
together to memorise the location of each 
number and reveal them in the correct order.
Minefield Madness - One wrong step could 
see the end of a team mate here as you 
navigate blindfolded across a treacherous 
minefield, guided only by instrument noises 
from your fellow team.
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THE CRYSTAL CHALLENGE
WHAT HAPPENS ON THE DAY?
Your event starts with the indoor or outdoor space being completely 
transformed – get ready to walk in and find your very own crystal maze! 
Across the space there will be 8 activities from 4 of our different zones 
– Medieval, Aztec, Industrial & Futuristic. The event starts with organising
everyone in their teams and a quick health & safety briefing.

After a fun energizer, the teams are set off to complete their first activity! 
Each activity is hosted by one of our event staff, who will make sure 
everyone understands the rules (and make sure there’s no cheating!). After 
the rotation, the teams move onto their next activity. Once all activities 
have been completed, it’s time to count up all the crystals and see how 
much time each group has accumulated in the dome! 

One at a time, teams enter the huge crystal dome and try and catch as 
many gold tickets as well. Make sure to avoid the silver tickets as these 
deduct points and could jeopardize any potential winners! After all teams 
have entered the dome, the top 3 are announced. The bronze and silver 
medals are given out to the respective teams and the winning team 
receive some gold medals and a bottle of bubbly!
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WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY

BENEFIT FROM...
n Improved team communication
n Activities to suit everyone
n Group interaction networking

n Forge new relationships
n Sharing ideas & information
n Working towards a common goal

WHAT IS INCLUDED?
n  Experienced & enthusiastic 

event management team
n Well maintained & regularly 

updated equipment
n Inflatable Crystal Dome

n Medal ceremony 
n Fully trained first aider
n £5 million public liability 
 insurance
n Full risk assessments
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“Everyone really
 enjoyed.”

“Would highly 
recommend!”

“Great communication 
throughout.”

“Highly 
recommend!”

“Wellorganised 
& professional.”

“Nothing was too 
difficult for them!”
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TEAMBUILDING WITH
A DIFFERENCE
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